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ABSTRACT

It is commonly accepted that peace operations produce public goods. Informed
by theories of collective action, the article tests the claim that middle powers
were free-riders in NATO’s peace operations in the Balkans (IFOR, SFOR, KFOR)
from 1995–2001. In so doing, we charge that calculating the level of defence
spending as a share of a country’s GDP, which has become the standard
index in the literature, is limiting. We suggest that the active military-duty
force share index is a better index to use, and ﬁnd that middle powers did
not free-ride in NATO’s peace operations in the 1990s. Quite to the contrary:
they contributed more to NATO’s public good of peacekeeping than countries
like France or Germany, and more than expected based on their economic
abilities measured in GDP. The article then asks what could be inferred from
this analysis, and offers theoretical and methodological points of critique
before suggesting new avenues for future research in this vibrant research
programme.

Introduction
Jens Ringsmose convincingly argues that out-of area peace operations
produce pure public goods such as peace, order and stability.1 They are
non-rival and non-excludable2 in the sense that consumption of the good
does not prevent others from consuming the good and that it is available to
all NATO members. This argument is largely echoed in the literature on
burden sharing.3 Increased stability and security in the Balkans, for
example, produced by NATO peacekeepers is a beneﬁt to all NATO
members and is thus non-excludable. Moreover, as Khanna et al. put it, ‘[b]
y improving the well-being of those in need, humanitarian-based peacekeeping operations also produce an output that possesses global nonexcludable
and nonrival beneﬁts’.4
CONTACT Benjamin Zyla
bzyla@uottawa.ca
1
Ringsmose, ‘NATO Burden-Sharing Redux’, 329.
2
See also Lepgold, ‘NATO’s Post-Cold War’, 95; Shimizu and Sandler, ‘NATO Peacekeeping’; Shimizu and
Sandler, ‘Peacekeeping and Burden Sharing’.
3
Sandler and Hartley, Political Economy of NATO, 102–3.
4
Khanna et al., ‘Sharing the Financial Burden’, 181.
© 2016 Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group
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Public goods scholarship in the context of NATO is inspired by the works
of (classical) collective action theorists5 who hypothesize that middle powers –
such as Canada, Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands and others6 – are most
likely free-riders. Put differently, they are expected to contribute less, if anything, to the public good but receive all of its beneﬁts. Due to the high degree
of publicness of NATO’s peace operations in the Balkans and the fact that the
beneﬁts of those operations are available to all member states (non-excludable), we have a classical collective action situation.7
In building on this work and assuming that NATO’s various peace operations in the Balkans in the 1990s have produced a public good, the
purpose of this article is twofold: ﬁrst, to test the claim that middle powers
were free-riders, and second, to draw some inferences from that analysis –
theoretically, methodologically and in terms of future research.
The article makes four arguments: ﬁrst, contrary to hypotheses held by collective action theorists, middle powers shouldered a disproportionately high
share of NATO’s peace operations in the Balkans. They were active and committed agents rather than peacekeeping free-riders. There is also no indication, as Ringsmose8 had found in his study on Afghanistan, that either
NATO’s Article 5 provisions or club goods played any role in their burden
sharing decisions.9
Second, we charge that the current and prominent index to measure
burden sharing contributions of NATO member states, which is conventionally calculated as the ratio of defence spending on states’ ability to pay
(measured in Gross Domestic Product (GDP)), is outdated. It also shows
some signiﬁcant theoretical and methodological limitations.
Third, we suggest that calculating states’ contributions to a peace operation
as a share of their active military-duty personnel holds superior explanatory
value compared to using the prominent defence spending/GDP index noted
above. Indeed, when considering the active military-duty index, it is evident
that in spite of their limited resources middle powers had joined NATO’s
peacekeeping activism of the 1990s, contributing a substantial share of its
peace operations in the Balkans. They were active and committed peacekeepers rather than free-riders.

Cf. Olson, Logic of Collective Action; Olson and Zeckhauser, ‘An Economic Theory’.
The term middle power has gone through distinct cycles of popularity (see Ravenhill, ‘Cycles of Middle
Power Activism’). It is used to refer to a group of states that rank below the great powers in terms of their
material capabilities and ability to project their powers internationally. They have an impact either in
speciﬁc regions or issue areas, as well as the ‘tendency to pursue multilateral solutions to international
problems’, ‘to embrace compromise positions in international disputes’ and ‘to embrace notions of
“good international citizenship” to guide diplomacy’ through international institutions (see Cooper
et al., Relocating Middle Powers, 19; Keohane, ‘Lilliputians’ Dilemmas’, 298; Holbraad, Middle Powers).
7
Ringsmose, ‘NATO Burden-Sharing Redux’.
8
Ibid.
9
Zyla, Sharing the Burden?
5
6
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However, while adding new statistical variables to measuring NATO
burden sharing, fourth, even this new active military-duty personnel index
misses some important (qualitative) aspects of the explanation. Above all, it
is unable to solve the conundrum of ﬁnding an ‘ideal’ index that combines
all possible burden sharing variables into one single index. Thus, we argue,
the future of the burden sharing literature does not lie in testing or retesting old and new variables of NATO burden sharing using primarily
rationalist, deductive and static research designs in order to produce new
explanatory values. After having discussed various theoretical/conceptual
and methodological limitations in section four, we suggest that what the literature needs is interpretative (or post-positivist) research designs on
burden sharing that are informed, at least in part, by interpretative research
methods or mixed-method approaches. These designs and new methods in
the study of burden sharing in peace operations will push the currently
rather positivist literature into new (explanatory) directions and thus
produce new insights as to how and why states make policy decisions on
burden sharing in peace operations. It would thus overcome the literature’s
statism. At this point, for example, we know close to nothing about how
NATO members deﬁne or construct the burden in their polity, how they
interpret requests for burden sharing coming from NATO headquarters or
from other member states, based on which normative predispositions as
well as how member states in general interpret NATO’s public goods, or
even how burdens are traded vertically and horizontally in the political marketplace of ideas10 – that is among the member states and/or between them
and NATO as an organization. However, these explanations and understandings, we charge, are important because they come prior to treating burden
sharing as an outcome, which is what the literature currently does.11
A few points on methodology are warranted. First, the article uses the case
study of NATO peace operations in the Balkans from 1995–2001. Due to
space limitations, the focus hereby is on those conducted by the alliance – the
Implementation Force (IFOR), Stabilization Force (SFOR) and Kosovo Force
(KFOR). The study will not examine other missions such as those led by the
UN (e.g. the United Protection Force, which was deployed in Croatia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina from February1992 to March 1995), because the UN
is not an alliance but an international organization with much broader
responsibilities beyond security. It also maintains a much larger and diverse
membership base than NATO.12 NATO’s post-cold war peace operations in
the Balkans were the ﬁrst occasion where NATO operated militarily outside
of its traditional territory in its new role as an international crisis manager
Connolly, ‘Trade in Public Goods’.
For the latest account of this see Gaibulloev et al., ‘Personnel Contributions’ and Sandler and Shimitzu,
‘NATO Burden Sharing’.
12
I thank Todd Sandler for encouraging me to make this point stronger.
10
11
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and peacekeeper.13 The year 2001 was chosen as the end for the empirical investigation because the 9/11 attacks ended the commonly known post-cold war
era.14
Given the statistical nature of the argument, a note on the sources and
methods is warranted as well. The raw data were obtained from NATO as
well as from secondary sources such as government reports, the Military
Balance and Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI). The
calculations in the tables were done by the author, numbers were rounded
up to the next decimal and the aggregated data clustered (e.g. percentage of
total forces, etc.), which allows an easy cross-level and multi-country comparison. From 1990–98 the NATO average is calculated by dividing the
total contributions by 16 member states. From 1999–2001 this denominator
increased to 19 as the alliance enlarged in 1999. The ‘rank’ is calculated in
a descendent order to allow cross-indices comparisons whereas the highest
placed state is listed at the top. The percentage of the total refers to the
percentile that a country shared of the total force burden.
The remainder of the article consists of three sections. The ﬁrst section
revisits collective action theories of Atlantic burden sharing. The following
section examines the share of the burden that NATO incurred for its operations in the Balkans (IFOR, SFOR, KFOR). The ﬁnal section attempts to
draw some preliminary inferences from the data and analysis, and suggests
new directions for this vibrant research agenda.

On burden sharing: collective action theories
Relying on public goods theory, the seminal study of Olson and Zeckhauser
conceived alliances as institutions that provide a common public good,
which in the case of NATO during the cold war was the collective defence
of its members.15 Moreover, public goods are pure when its beneﬁts are
non-rival and non-excludable; it is considered non-rival when a unit of that
public good can be consumed by one member state without diminishing
the beneﬁts for all other members. The beneﬁts of a public good are nonexcludable ‘if they cannot be withheld at an affordable cost by the good’s provider’.16 This economic theory of alliances provides two insights for the
burden sharing debate. First, theorists attempted to make a causal link
between the size of a country, its wealth (measured in GDP) and NATO
burden sharing. Findings, especially those produced at the early stages of
13

To be clear, this article does not contribute to the literature on international political economy as it does
not employ economic theories of burden sharing, and thus does not speak the language of economists.
For a discussion of economic theories applied to NATO burden sharing see Sandler and Hartley, Political
Economy of NATO.
14
Kashmeri, NATO 2.0; Schreer and Noetzel, ‘Does a Multi-Tier NATO Matter?’.
15
Olson, Logic of Collective Action; Olson and Zeckhauser, ‘An Economic Theory of Alliances’.
16
Sandler and Hartley, Political Economy of NATO, 29.
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this vibrant research programme, suggest that larger NATO members furnish
disproportionately higher contributions to the public good than middle or
small powers. In 1970, for example, the USA accounted for more than 70
per cent of NATO’s defence spending while the next largest allies –
Germany, France and the UK – each assumed less than 6 per cent of
NATO’s defence burden.17 As Sandler and Hartley remind us, ‘[ … ]
defence spending burdens are anticipated to be shared unevenly; large,
wealthy allies will shoulder the defence burdens for smaller, poorer
countries’.18 This is also known as the ‘exploitation hypothesis’.19
The second insight of collective action theory was that, because of the
power imbalance in an alliance, there is a tendency of middle powers to contribute less to the collective beneﬁt of the public good than they receive from
it. Such free-riding occurs when non-payers of the public good continue to
enjoy the good despite their lack of payments.20 In this case, the beneﬁts of
the public good are received regardless of whether a payment towards it is
made, which has negative effects for the collective welfare of the alliance.
Nonetheless, theorists charge, the public good can be provided under two conditions:21 ﬁrst, those allies who value the public good the most are expected to
contribute more to its provision.22 In that case, individual states have an
incentive to not reveal their demand for the good and conceal the value
they attach to it. Second, the public good is provided in cases where the
group of states is relatively small. This suggests that internal asymmetries of
an alliance can work to its advantage in a way that only an outstanding economic and political power has the ability to lead the alliance and to force payments upon its members, and thus ensure its effectiveness and robustness.23
A variant of this theory of collective action – called the joint product model
– holds that states do not only contribute to the public good exclusively for
public but also for private beneﬁts.24 As private beneﬁts increase in importance, the likelyhood of free-riding declines.25 Private beneﬁts could be subdivided into strategic or non-strategic components or weapon types,26 and
those provided in collective action situations are not equally available to all
members of a group; they can only be enjoyed by a selected few states.
17

The primary data of NATO’s defence spending is published in various reports and press releases, for
example, by the Defence Planning Committee. A full list of the available data could be found here:
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/topics_49198.htm (accessed 8 Apr. 2010).
18
Sandler and Hartley, Political Economy of NATO, 30.
19
Sandler and Hartley, Economics of Defense, ch. 2.
20
Domestic politics could also be a factor that may lead states to free-ride despite being dependent on the
alliance for delivering a public good. Bennett et al., ‘Burden-Sharing’, 70; Bennett et al., Friends in Need.
21
Olson, Logic of Collective Action, 2, 49–50.
22
Olson calls this the ‘privileged group’. For a recent application of Olson see Ringsmose, ‘NATO BurdenSharing Redux’.
23
Gilpin and Gilpin, Political Economy; Wolfers, Discord and Collaboration.
24
Russett, What Price Vigilance?, 109–10.
25
Sandler and Forbes, ‘Burden-Sharing’.
26
Hansen et al., ‘On Distinguishing the Behaviour’.
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Following this logic, one could expect that some states contribute to the public
good either because they receive private beneﬁts from it,27 or are striving to
receive private goods from major states while attempting to avoid public perceptions of free-riding behaviours.28 Yet, the possibility of receiving private
beneﬁts makes the good impure.29
While collective action studies have commonly used the share of GDP
devoted to defence spending as a measure to study NATO burden sharing
and holding strict rationality assumptions30 (see the ‘inference’ section later
for details), we suggest that the active military-duty index is much better
placed to measure burden sharing. While relaxing rationality assumptions a
bit, we suggest that states only employ as many armed forces personnel as
is required to fulﬁl national defence objectives (e.g. territorial defence). The
active duty-personnel index encapsulates the fact that states can only
deploy as many forces as it has at its disposal – that is, it cannot ‘overdeploy’ or borrow forces from elsewhere. Moreover, the level of a state’s
active military-duty personnel is, at least in part, determined by its threat perceptions, the role its armed forces were given by society (be it pure national
defence or a combination of conﬂict prevention, crisis management and
humanitarian assistance) as well as the country’s geographical location and
proximity to allies, demographic, historical experiences, national political
constellations, strategic culture and, yes, ﬁnancial abilities. In other words,
those decisions to share Atlantic burdens may not depend exclusively on a
country’s ﬁnancial situation or economic outlook of a country as suggested
by the GDP index currently in use.31
An analogy might be helpful to further illustrate the point. In times of
ﬁscal constraint and gigantic budget deﬁcits, it is hardly rational for the
United States to maintain large armed forces, which, of course, it continues
to hold. Meanwhile, its political foreign policy elite constantly reminds the
Europeans to share more of the collective burden. By contrast, if country X
maintains a large military but only deploys a small portion of its active military-duty personnel to a particular mission due to the size of its armed
forces, its share of the collective burden is lower than that of country Y
that exhibits small armed forces but deploys a higher share of its activeduty personnel. This is a justiﬁable calculation because, above all, each
Betts, ‘Public Goods Theory’, 278–9.
A good overview of this variant of collective action theory can be found in Betts, ‘Public Goods Theory’
and Hartley and Sandler, ‘NATO Burden-Sharing’.
29
A number of scholars have built on this ﬁnding by noting a variation of purity in collective goods:
Murdoch and Sandler, ‘Theoretical and Empirical Analysis’; Sandler, ‘Impurity of Defense’; Sandler and
Cauley, ‘On the Economic Theory’; Sandler et al., ‘In Defence of’. A public good, for example, can be
public within a country or private between countries, or it can be impure both within and between
countries (Pauly, ‘Optimality, “Public” Goods’).
30
These assumptions include that states act rationally based on strict and narrow cost–beneﬁt calculations.
31
Bennett et al., ‘Burden-Sharing’.
27
28
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country can only send as many troops on NATO missions as it has in total at
its disposal. States do not work like banks where they could borrow assets
(that is soldiers) to deploy on peace operations. In other words, states
cannot commit forces they do not have.32 In the next section, we will test
the active military-duty index for each of NATO’s thee peace operations
in the Balkans.

NATO’s peace operations in the Balkans

Downloaded by [University of Ottawa] at 07:02 17 May 2016

IFOR
With the signing of the Dayton Accords at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base in Dayton, Ohio on 21 November 1995,33 NATO was given formal
responsibilities to execute the peace agreement and to deploy a peace operation. Its Implementation Force (IFOR) replaced the rather unsuccessful
UN-Force (UNPROFOR) with a peace enforcement mission strong of
more than 52,000 troops (see Table 1). Mandated by the UN Security
Council (S/RES/1031, 15 December 1995) under Chapter VII of the UN
Charter and being better resourced than its UN predecessor, IFOR
enjoyed a strong political will to succeed, and only had one mandate as
opposed to the many UNPROFOR was given. It was NATO’s ﬁrst ever
out-of-area operation, and IFOR’s objectives implied that its troops were
heavily armed, allowed to use force beyond self-defence and tasked to
monitor the border between Croatia and Bosnia and their 4 kilometre
wide zones of separation.34 IFOR troops literally interpositioned themselves physically between the belligerents, separated them, provided humanitarian assistance, collected heavy weaponry and demobilized Bosnian
and Croatian forces.35 Units were also augmented by a civil-military
team (CIMIC), which consisted mainly of civilian experts such as
lawyers, judges and educators, and underlined NATO’s commitments to
building a lasting peace after civil wars that had raged the Balkan countries
since 1990. By early 1996, some 52,206 troops from 14 NATO states as well
as 10,000 troops from 16 non-NATO countries had deployed their forces
to Operation Joint Endeavour, which was the operational code name for
IFOR.36
32

A more detailed theoretical and empirical analysis of this argument can be found in Zyla, Sharing the
Burden?
The peace agreement was formally signed during an ofﬁcial ceremony in Paris on 14 December 1995.
34
Bennett et al., ‘Burden-Sharing’.
35
MacGregor, ‘The Balkan Limits’, 95.
36
The list of non-NATO countries participating in the IFOR mission includes states from NATO’s Partnership
for Peace programme: Albania; Austria; Czech Republic; Estonia; Finland; Hungary; Latvia; Lithuania;
Poland; Romania; Russia; Sweden; and the Ukraine. Of particular note is that IFOR ground troops
were augmented by a 2,200-strong Russian contingent serving under a NATO command. IFOR
AFSOUTH Fact Sheet, 1 Mar. 1996.
33
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Table 1. IFOR, 1996.
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Country/
Year

1996/
97

% of
total

Rank
based on
GDP

Ranking absolute
force contributions

Share of
active
military-duty

UK
10500
20.1
4
2
4.7
Netherlands
2000
3.8
8
6
3.1
Denmark
807
1.5
11
12
2.8
Norway
750
1.4
12
13
2.0
Canada
1029
2.0
6
9
1.6
France
7500
14.4
3
3
1.5
Portugal
900
1.7
14
11
1.2
Germany
4000
7.7
2
4
1.2
USA
18400
35.2
1
1
1.2
Belgium
420
0.8
9
14
0.9
Spain
1400
2.7
7
7
0.7
Italy
2200
4.2
5
5
0.5
Greece
1000
1.9
13
10
0.5
Turkey
1300
2.5
10
8
0.2
Iceland
0
0.0
16
15
0.0
Luxembourg
0
0.0
15
16
0.0
Total
52206
100
15
16
22.1
Average
3263
6.3
n/a
n/a
1.4
Source: Military Balance 1996/97 and World Bank; calculations done by author

Rank based on
share of active
military-duty
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
n/a

As shown in the fourth column from the left in Table 1, the United States as
the largest and wealthiest NATO ally measured in GDP37 shared by far the
largest force burden of IFOR with slightly over 18,000 troops. It supplied
59.25 per cent more troops than the next largest contributor (France), and
slightly less than the UK, France and Germany combined (42.2 per cent the
total of force burden). In terms of GDP ranking, all of the latter countries are
considered major powers. In a sense then, America was the supreme allied
peacekeeper, followed by the United Kingdom with 10,500 troops (or 20.1 per
cent of the force share), France with 7,500 troops (14.4 per cent) and Germany
(7.7 per cent). Put simply, considering NATO’s absolute force share contributions,
which is, as noted above, the measure that most politicians refer to,38 the USA,
UK, France and Germany contributed more to the public good of peace enforcement than they beneﬁtted from it; all other NATO states were free-riders.
However, when calculating national IFOR contributions as a percentage of
the active military-duty personnel, a much different picture presents itself
(shown in columns 6 and 7 in Table 1). According to the this index a core
37

Economists may discuss which NATO ally is the largest (in terms of size, population), and wealthiest
(measured in GDP or GNP). It is, however, commonly accepted among scholars that the countries mentioned here (USA, UK, France and Germany) are among the biggest and wealthiest in the alliance.
38
This has become ear candy for some politicians, especially those of NATO’s major powers like the United States
who suggest that the more forces a country makes available to produce a public good (e.g. peace operation in
the Balkans), the better its NATO burden sharing ratio (see Gates, ‘The Security and Defense Agenda’). Unfortunately, often times politicians do not have a comprehensive understanding of collective action theory and
largely misinterpreted it for their own political gains. Perhaps the latest example in recent times is the farewell
speech by former US Secretary of Defence, Robert Gates in June 2011 (ibid.). However, collective action theory
does not utilize absolute force contributions to calculate burden shares; this is a misrepresentation of the
theory by politicians. It has always examined the relative force contributions made by NATO members
based on their ability to pay, which is commonly measured in GDP.
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group of middle powers – among them the Netherlands (3.1 per cent), Denmark
(2.8 per cent), Norway (2.0 per cent) and Canada (1.6 per cent) – sent disproportionately more forces to IFOR than their conventional major power counterparts (e.g. France 1.5 per cent; Germany 1.2 per cent) in spite of their relative
wealth measured in GDP (rank 8, 11, 12 and 6 respectively); the notable exception is the UK with 4.7 per cent, which is also the fourth largest economy in
NATO. Their high share of the total force burden ranked them in the top
third percentile and made them a leading contributor to NATO’s collective
action. In other words, those middle powers did not behave in a manner of
free-riding; they punched above their weight and contributed more to the collective good of NATO peace enforcement than they received beneﬁts from it. In
stark contrast, the United States, commonly conceived a super power (militarily
and economically), only sent 1.2 per cent of its totally available forces to help
enforce the peace in the Balkans under IFOR. America thus ranks ninth out
of 16 member states altogether on the active military-duty force share index.

SFOR39
After one year in operation and experiencing a much calmer operational
environment, IFOR was replaced with NATO’s Stabilization Force (SFOR)
in December 1996, which was also known as Operation Joint Guard. Authorization for the new mission came from the UN Security Council (S/RES/1088,
12 December 1996), also under Chapter VII.
On ﬁrst sight examining the absolute force contributions made by NATO
members suggests an of the large and rich countries. With slightly more
than 37,000 troops deployed in total between 1997 and 2001, the USA as
NATO’s largest and wealthiest ally measured in GDP shouldered the lion’s
share of the SFOR mission. America’s forces accounted for 22.56 per cent
of the total SFOR force burden, and its contributions to SFOR were almost
as high as those of France and Germany combined (22.89 per cent). The
UK is the second highest force contributor with a total force share of close
to 14.45 per cent, France (12.3 per cent), Germany (10.56 per cent) and
Italy (9.76 per cent), which roughly corresponds to their GDP ranks.
Together, these European countries shouldered 47.07 per cent of the SFOR
burden, and each of their national contributions ranked above the NATO
average of 5.2 per cent. All other NATO allies can be considered freeriders, because they contributed less to the provision of the collective good
SFOR and thus NATO provided than they received beneﬁts from it. If we
wanted to use politician’s language when discussing burden sharing,40
39

The period this study concentrates on is from 1995–2001, which excludes the years for SFOR after 2001.
This also applies to the KFOR operation in the sections below.
E.g. Gates, ‘The Security and Defense Agenda’.

40
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middle powers like Canada, Spain, the Netherlands, Norway and Denmark,
engaged in free-riding, and contributed less to NATO’s public good.
However, when we look at the share of active military-duty index, a much
different and more contextual picture occurs. This is displayed in columns
11 and 12 in Table 2. To recall, calculating the share of the allies’ deployments
to a collective cause relative to their active military-duty personnel is a justiﬁed exercise because, as discussed above, while holding rationality assumptions, no state is able to deploy more forces than it has at its disposal or
employ more forces than is needed to defend its territory. Most revealing
and perhaps surprising with this force share index is that the USA is no
longer the supreme shareholder in spite of having the largest economy in
NATO (measured in GDP). Between 1997 and 2001, it only deployed 0.5
per cent of its total active military-duty personnel to SFOR, which made its
input comparable to that of Hungary (0.84 per cent), Portugal (0.58 per
cent) and Poland (0.32 per cent). Only the UK, once again, is the exception
here and, as a major power, deployed 2.2 per cent of its active military-duty
personnel. All other major powers like France, Germany, Italy and Spain
can be considered free-riders, seeping up greater beneﬁts from NATO’s collective action than contributing to it in spite of being the third, second,
ﬁfth, and seventh largest economies respectively.
Equally noteworthy is that conventionally conceived middle powers like
Denmark, the Netherlands, Canada and Norway are net contributors to providing NATO’s public good of peace enforcement in SFOR. They are the eleventh, eighth, sixth and twelfth’s largest economies respectively. Put
differently, while their deployed number of troops may not be higher than
those of the USA or other major powers, those deployments calculated as a
share of the active-duty personnel exceed those of conventional major
powers as well as the NATO average of 1.23 per cent. However, while the
option of free-riding for a small ally is all too appealing given their size,
power status and economic abilities in the alliance, the data seem to imply
that the governments of the respective states considered SFOR to be an important mission that justiﬁed high military contributions, beyond narrow cost–
beneﬁt calculations.

KFOR41
The Kosovo crisis posed signiﬁcant challenges for NATO42 and questioned its
reputation as a successful international crisis manager.43 With the
41

To be sure, the purpose here is to summarize rather than discuss the history of the Kosovo war in detail,
which can be found in Judah, Kosovo and Judah, ‘Kosovo’s Moment of Truth’.
42
Gnesotto, European Defence, 42–5; Kaplan, NATO Divided, 124–6; Marsh, ‘The United States’; United
States, Report to Congress.
43
Roper, ‘NATO’s New Role’, 53–4; Shea, ‘NATO’, 77–8.

Country/
Year

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

Total 19972001

% of
total
force

Rank based
on GDP

Ranking absolute
force contributions

Share of Active
military-duty

Rank based on share
of active militaryduty

Denmark
662
600
630
1325
346
3563
2.15
11
11
2.8
1
Netherlands
1059
1220
1220
2717
1180
7396
4.46
8
9
2.75
2
Canada
990
961
2382
2110
1201
7644
4.61
6
7
2.55
3
Norway
593
743
700
1425
126
3587
2.17
12
10
2.21
4
UK
5403
4900
4500
6200
2950
23953
14.45
4
2
2.2
5
Luxembourg
22
25
23
23
23
116
0.07
18
18
1.66
6
Belgium
135
550
550
1450
660
3345
2.0
9
12
1.57
7
Czech Rep.
n/a
n/a
561
720
491
1772
1.06
17
15
1.14
8
Germany
2603
2600
2738
7669
1900
17510
10.56
2
4
1.08
9
Spain
1555
1600
1600
2500
1200
8455
5.1
7
6
1.03
10
France
3646
3300
3000
8280
2200
20426
12.3
3
3
0.97
11
Italy
1825
2500
2313
8040
1500
16178
9.76
5
5
0.82
12
Hungary
n/a
n/a
314
639
314
1267
0.76
16
17
0.84
13
Portugal
320
351
355
675
331
2032
1.2
15
13
0.58
14
USA
9128
8050
8510
4600
7100
37388
22.57
1
1
0.5
15
Poland
n/a
n/a
450
1053
302
1805
1.1
13
14
0.32
16
Turkey
1522
1300
1300
2250
1201
7573
4.57
10
8
0.19
17
Greece
218
250
250
680
250
1648
1.0
14
16
0.16
18
Iceland
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
19
19
0
19
Total
29681
28950
31396
52356
23275
165658
98.1
19
19
23.37
19
Average
1855.1
1809.4
1652.4
2755.6
1225.0
8718.8
5.2
n/a
n/a
1.23
n/a
Source: Military Balance 1997-2001; n/a= these speciﬁc numbers could not be provided as not all NATO states broke them down according to individual missions, i.e. Bosnia + Croatia
etc.
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Table 2. SFOR (BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA, CROATIA), 1997–2001.
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termination of the air campaign on 4 June 1999 and following the examples of
IFOR and SFOR operations, the international community assembled a considerable ground force that started to deploy to the province of Kosovo on
12 June 1999. The Kosovo Force (KFOR) received its mandate from the
UN-Security Council (S/RES/1244, 10 June 1999) as well as the MilitaryTechnical Agreement (MTA) reached between NATO, the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia and Serbia. Like IFOR and SFOR, KFOR was also a peace enforcement operation under Chapter VII with the primary objective to demine
Kosovo and ensure the safety of all ethnic groups, including Serbs, Bosniac,
Roma, Turks and Albanians.44 Especially the latter group required protection
as it accounted for nearly 90 per cent of the total population of Kosovo.
As it was the case with its IFOR and SFOR missions, NATO’s largest and
wealthiest allies shared most of the force of KFOR. With a share of 15.7 per
cent of the total NATO force, America, as NATO’s largest and wealthiest
ally (measured in GDP) ranked at the top. Other major force contributors
included France (15.1 per cent of total), Germany (14.7 per cent), Italy
(14.5 per cent) and the UK (9.4 per cent) with a combined force share of
53.7 per cent. The Netherlands ranked right behind the UK with roughly
half of the troops that London deployed, followed by Canada, Spain and
Norway, which is consistent with their middle-power status and roughly corresponds to their GDP rank.
By contrast, however, when considering the relative active military-duty
personnel index of NATO allies in KFOR, one witnesses a signiﬁcant difference in the accumulated data (displayed in columns 9 and 10 in Table 3) and
thus performance ranking of NATO members. For example, while Norway
only sent 3,160 soldiers (or 3.1 per cent of the total NATO force), when
this contribution is weighed against Norway’s total active military-duty personnel, it places as the top shareholder. Thus, its share of the NATO
burden was higher than those of any other NATO ally and in spite of being
only the 12th largest economy in NATO. In short, it contributed more to
NATO’s collective action than it beneﬁtted from it. This ﬁnding also
applies to other conventional middle powers like the Netherlands,
Denmark, Canada and Belgium. They all rank above the NATO average of
1.2 per cent of active military-duty personnel deployed as well as above conventional major powers like France (1.3 per cent), Italy (1.3 per cent),
Germany (1.6 per cent) and the UK (1.5 per cent) whose GDP ranking is
far higher. Relatively speaking, these middle powers are net force contributors
rather than free-riders. America, on the other hand, with NATO’s largest
economy is the most obvious Atlantic free-rider (along with France,
Germany, Italy and the UK); it only deployed 0.4 per cent of its active military-duty personnel to KFOR from 1999–2001, and thus way below the
Congressional Research Service, ‘Kosovo and Macedonia’, 1.

44

Country/Year
Norway
Denmark
Netherlands
Canada
Belgium
Germany
UK
Italy
France
Spain
Hungary
Greece
Portugal
Czech Republic
USA
Poland
Turkey
Iceland
Luxembourg
Total NATO
NATO Average

1999

2000

2001

Total

% of total
force

Rank based
on GDP

Ranking absolute force
contributions

Share of actice
military-duty

Rank based in share of
active military-duty

1200
900
1450
1450
900
5300
3500
6400
5080
900
325
430
340
160
5500
763
950
0
some
35548
1870.95

980
900
1450
1450
800
5100
3900
4200
5100
1300
325
1700
313
175
5400
532
940
0
some
34565
1819.21

980
540
1450
1450
800
4600
2200
4200
5200
1300
325
1700
313
400
5100
574
940
0
some
32072
1688.00

3160
2340
4350
4350
2500
15000
9600
14800
15380
3500
975
3830
966
735
16000
1869
2830
0
some
102185
5378.16

3.1
2.3
4.3
4.3
2.4
14.7
9.4
14.5
15.1
3.4
1.0
3.7
0.9
0.7
15.7
1.8
2.8
0.0
some
100
5.26

12
11
8
6
9
2
4
5
3
7
16
14
15
17
1
13
10
18
19
19
n/a

10
13
7
6
12
3
5
4
2
9
15
8
16
17
1
14
11
18
19
19
n/a

3.3
3
2.8
2.4
2
1.6
1.5
1.3
1.3
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.1
0
0
23
1.2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
19
n/a

Source: Military balance 1999 and author’s calculations.
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NATO average of 1.2 per cent. Put differently, the USA beneﬁtted more from
NATO’s collective action than it contributed to it.

Downloaded by [University of Ottawa] at 07:02 17 May 2016

Inferences from the data and explanatory limitations of
collective action models
While the public goods model, which primarily uses the total defence expenditure ratio measured as a percentage of the national GDP as a way to determine the fair share of the collective NATO burden, has dominated the
thinking on NATO burden sharing since the birth of the alliance in 1949, it
can be said that with the changing situational context of the post-cold war
order, universally accepted measures for determining a fair share of
burdens in peace operations have lost their explanatory value45 for the following reasons.
Theoretical and conceptual issues
First, when calculating the Spearman rank order correlation between NATO
members’ relative size of the defence budget and their force contributions to
NATO’s IFOR, SFOR and KFOR operations, the results show an extremely
weak statistical correlation (in the case of SFOR it is even negative)
between those two variables, suggesting that variables other than the size of
defence budgets are causally affecting NATO burden sharing. The NATO
defence budget is the combined defence budget of all NATO member
states, given the fact that NATO does not ‘own’ any armed forces.46 A
second rank order was established against the ability of states to contribute
to collective public goods (calculated by force contributions to particular
missions such as IFOR, SFOR and KFOR) as a share of the states’ armed
forces-duty personnel. A Spearman rank correlation between those two
variables produced the following results: IFOR: r = 0.1179, t = 0.43; SFOR:
r = –0.1311, t = –0.53; KFOR: r = 0.2322; t = 0.95. This means that in the
case of IFOR and KFOR the correlation between those two variables, statistically speaking, is very weak or almost insigniﬁcant; in the case of SFOR it is
negative, which again suggests that factors other than the size of national
defence budget determines states’ burden sharing commitments.
Second, the GDP index does not take into account the speciﬁc situational
contexts of burden sharing practices of NATO member states from
which those practices obtained their meaning47 and that, as we have seen
Zyla, ‘NATO and Post-Cold War’; Zyla, Sharing the Burden?
The obvious exception is its Airborne Warning and Control System planes. Data for NATO members’
defence budget was available (through SIPRI), and member state’s ‘performance’ was ranked for the
years 1990–2001. It was based on current US$.
47
Weber and Shils, Max Weber.
45
46
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in the case of NATO at the cold war’s end, altered the meanings of key
foreign policy concepts, including security, development, diplomacy and
power.48
Moreover, it makes a single indicator of burden sharing (share of GDP
devoted to defence spending) even less feasible, and states’ motivations for
sharing collective burdens multi-causal. Even though Sandler and associates
have accounted for changes in NATO’s strategy in the 1970s and 1980s,49
their study focuses exclusively on the effects of a changing strategy for
burden sharing rather than fundamental systemic changes in the nature,
meaning and valorization of the ‘old’ public good itself.50 In the case of the
Mutual Assured Destruction and ﬂexible response strategy that Sandler’s
research programme often refers to, the public good always remained the
same – collective defence – which explains the reliance on GDP in the
literature. However, with the geopolitical changes ensuing in the early
1990s NATO’s collective defence good became less important, and
peacekeeping51 and crisis management became the ‘new’ collective good. It
is a much more multi-faceted and comprehensive public good compared to
its cold war predecessor,52 and should thus be subject to more sophisticated
calculation. More speciﬁcally, with the seminal London Summit in 1990,
NATO acquired a new political role for managing European security affairs
contributing to international peace operations and international crisis
management more generally.53 In the situational context of escalating
intra-state wars in south-eastern Europe, preventing genocide and mass
murdering of ethnic groupings through the deployment of peace operators
units as well as providing stability and governance to evolving democratic
societies became the new public goods that NATO tried to provide with
‘old’ force structures. If middle powers were motivated by strict cost–
beneﬁt designs, they would have chosen to be free-riders – that is they
would have enjoyed the beneﬁt of the public good without having to pay
for it. The GDP index is unable to capture this dimension of the changing
nature of the good.
What to do? Considering burden sharing in peace operations as a policy
practice54 rather than a static outcome would provide one new potential
avenues of future research on burden sharing. In contrast, the majority of
NATO burden studies right now stress security threats or risks of alliance
abandonment as causes for states to share collective burdens, which seems
Baldwin, ‘The Concept of Security’, 5–26; Booth, New Thinking about Strategy and International Security.
Sandler and Shimizu, ’Peacekeeping and Burden Sharing: 1994–2000’, 651–68.
50
Dorussen et al., ‘Sharing the Burden’.
51
At the Oslo Summit in 1992, NATO ministers announced that the alliance would acquire a role in international peacekeeping operations.
52
Terriff, ‘Déjà Vu All Over Again?’; Carpenter, Future of NATO.
53
Shea and Sherwen, NATO 2000.
54
Pouliot, ‘Logic of Practicality’.
48
49
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to have analytical and methodological limitations55 for understanding states’
motivations. That is to say that ontological assumptions of collective action
theory and its sister theories in the ﬁeld of international relations (i.e. hegemonic stability theory or power transition theory) do not hold sufﬁcient explanatory power to understand NATO middle powers’ burden sharing practices in
IFOR, SFOR and KFOR.56 Thus, social groupings or societal actors, for
example, attempting to inﬂuence burden sharing decisions in NATO-led
peace operations have no analytical standing in that ontology; they are considered irrelevant.57
Third, while heavily inﬂuenced by rational choice thinking and economic
modelling, the public goods model provides limited value for explaining and
understanding actual state behaviour (including its motivations) for sharing a
slice of the collective burden,58 because the focal point of the analysis concentrates on the input side of the model.59 This disallows an unpacking of the
value and instrumentally rational motivations and interests of social agents
for deciding to share parts of the collective burden. However, as constructivist
scholarship reminds us, states are also social entities60 and might adopt logics
of appropriateness rather than of consequentiality in their foreign policy
decisions suggesting that perhaps ideational or normative values, such as
enforcing human and humanitarian rights and freedoms,61 or stopping the
manslaughter in the Balkan’s civil wars are at play rather than rational
cost–beneﬁt or zero-sum gain calculations. In short, a social dimension
of burden sharing comes to mind that includes factors like status, prestige,
recognition, role as well as values of freedom, democracy, the rule of law
and international justice as variables potentially motivating states to share collective burdens.62 In consequence this then suggests considering NATO
burden sharing not just as an outcome, but as a social behaviour showing
agency.
Fourth, rational institutionalists models on NATO burden sharing, such as
the collective action model, are, ontologically speaking, overly restrictive and
informed by utility-maximizing assumptions. Their logic suggests that
reduced levels of foreign and defence spending, calculated as a share of the
country’s ability to pay (e.g. GDP), quasi-automatically result in fewer
Sandler and Shimizu, ‘NATO Burden Sharing’; Hynek and Marton, Statebuilding in Afghanistan; Davidson,
America’s Allies; Bennett et al., ‘Burden-Sharing’; Kupchan, ‘NATO and the Persian Gulf’; Snyder, Alliance
Politics; Walt, Origins of Alliances.
56
These assumptions include treating states as unitary, cost–beneﬁt calculating, rational actors in international politics.
57
Zyla, Sharing the Burden?
58
Hollis and Smith, Explaining and Understanding in International Relations.
59
Ringsmose, ‘NATO Burden-Sharing Redux’.
60
Foucault and Mérand, ‘Challenge of Burden Sharing’; Risse, ‘Let’s Argue!’.
61
Cf. Christiansen et al., Social Construction of Europe; Gheciu, NATO in the ‘New Europe’; Schimmelpfennig,
‘NATO Enlargement’.
62
Paul et al., Status in World Politics; Wood, ‘Prestige in World Politics’.
55
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military capabilities and thus burden sharing contributions.63 States also
appear to be the primary actors in international politics suggesting that
there are no other (international) players informing burden sharing decisions.
These assumptions are overly static and restrictive as the global governance
literature has shown.64
Fifth, NATO’s public goods are not necessarily equally and efﬁciently produced among all member states. Moreover, the costs for providing this good
do not have to be exclusively economical; they can also be political. The latter,
for example, is not captured by the GDP index. Thus, what is missing from the
static public goods model is that states could potentially commit more capabilities and resources in areas where they hold comparative advantages (which
is somewhat captured in NATO’s Smart Defence concept). This, in turn,
opens the analytical door to study the trading aspect when providing public
goods. Smaller allies, for example, might not have sufﬁcient troops to
commit to international peace operations but signiﬁcant (civilian) resources
(e.g. diplomatic capabilities, foreign aid or mediation expertise) to help
rebuild war-torn societies.65 Moreover, there is an analytical restriction of
suggesting that NATO always produces only one public good66 and without
consultation of the allies.
Sixth, collective action theorists seem to employ a number of assumptions
that make it hardly applicable to real world settings, including that the good
NATO provides is pure – that is fully joint and non-excludable – and that
alliances only produce one single public good (i.e. collective defence).
However, in building on earlier works on the joint product model Betts convincingly shows that this is not the case,67 also not in other issue areas outside
of NATO. Most theorists also assume that NATO’s public goods are equally
and efﬁciently produced among the allies and that those costs are exclusively
of economic rather than political nature. This oversimpliﬁcation, however,
ignores the potential beneﬁts of multinational cost variation and thus the
comparative advantage that states may have in producing collective goods.
It also disregards, as Mark Boyer argues and as noted above, the possibility
of trading between smaller and major powers in providing the public good

63

This line of thinking is especially prominent in realist theories of International Relations whose main
tenets rest on the argument that the extent of national defence spending as a percentage of the country’s total GDP automatically determines the degree of states’ international material capabilities and
inﬂuence abroad. While this logic is based on ontological assumptions of an anarchic world, the preeminent role of states in international affairs, the need for security and the necessity of large military
capabilities as a means of projecting power render those assumptions inconsistent in the context of
a ‘new world order’.
64
Rosenau, ‘Governance, Order and Change’.
65
Norway, for example, has acquired a distinct reputation for successful local peacebuilding initiatives in,
for example, Macedonia. See Kelleher and Ryan, ‘Successful Local Peacebuilding’.
66
Boyer, International Cooperation, 32.
67
Betts, ‘Public Goods Theory’.
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of peacekeeping.68 In other words, Olson and Zeckhauser’s model is unidimensional: it excludes the possibility that allies produce more than one
public good, and that they might trade those goods among themselves.69
This form of burden sharing (or trading aspect) cannot be captured by the
GDP index, and thus misses an important political dimension of the
burden sharing debate. Indeed, there is an argument to be made for specialization70 of the member states in certain aspects of providing NATO’s
public good – be it military such as specializing in particular military
capabilities or civilian in the sense of for example offering foreign aid. In consequence, burden sharing must be viewed holistically and across policy ﬁelds
based on states’ strengths and comparative advantage in certain issue areas
(material or ideational) over others, which are linked and traded in the political
marketplace when time comes to negotiate burden sharing contributions. As a
result, states’ share of the burden could vary according to national specialization, yet be essential to the alliance as no other ally might have specialized
in that area.71

Methodological issues
In addition to these theoretical and conceptual limitations, the current state of
the burden sharing literature shows at least four methodological constraints.
First, both the UN and NATO have different accounting practices and
ways of aggregating the data they are given by their member states. As a
result, these diverse practices inherently complicate the collection of comparable statistical data. In addition, some NATO members count their incurred
costs for conscription as defence expenditure.72 Other allies add capital
expenditures for pensions as well as costs for research and development
(R&D) to their defence budgets.73
Second, measuring the defence budgets as a percentage of the total national
GDP does not reﬂect the variations in income levels among NATO allies, and
thus violates fundamental principles of distributive justice. The GDP index
also exclusively measures economic production/output of a state; it does
not take into account the full extent of the national economy (formal and
informal) and thus wealth of a country.
68

While Sandler and Hartley point out in Economics of Defense that a joint products model exists when
defence provision gives rise of multiple outputs, Boyer goes further and emphasizes that trading of
these private beneﬁts is possible.
69
Boyer, International Cooperation, 32.
70
Lis and Selden, NATO Burdensharing.
71
Most recently, NATO adopted the new concept of ‘smart defence’ encouraging specialization (Henius
and MacDonald, ‘Smart Defence’), which suggests a trading of expertise among the allies.
72
The United States, for example as well as Britain and Canada service voluntary armies and do not rely on
conscription; Turkey, on the other hand continues to rely on conscription as part of its national defence
posture.
73
Hartley and Sandler, ‘NATO Burden-Sharing’, 669.
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Third, the GDP benchmark of measuring allied burdens does not provide
any information on how NATO member states structure their armed forces to
fulﬁl their obligations based on NATO doctrine and strategy. As noted above,
the ‘new’ NATO after 1989 demanded ﬂexible, light and rapidly deployable
peace forces.
The percentage of GDP spent on defence index is also a poor indicator for
assessing the quality of a military or a country’s ability and willingness to
deploy effective forces in spite of their size.74 Presumably smaller but more
highly effective and efﬁcient forces reduce the call for larger national force
contingents. Turkey and Greece are perhaps the obvious examples here:
Greece spends roughly 4.5 per cent of its GDP on defence; Turkey 4.1 per
cent while both states are not considered leading economies in NATO. Due
to their bilateral conﬂict, both countries share more than 4 per cent of their
GDP on defence and yet show one of the lowest peacekeeping contributions;75
meanwhile it is widely known that their forces are more inefﬁcient than
others, which is something the GDP measure does not capture. Thus, their
GDP devoted to defence spending share is deceptive, especially when
weighed against the collective beneﬁt for the alliance. It shows that these
states have received a private rather than a collective beneﬁt from their
large conventional force postures.
In sum, the point above is that reducing questions of burden sharing to
GDP or even Gross National Income indexes produces a somewhat incomplete picture. It denies an explanatory understanding of the material and ideational factors that undoubtedly inﬂuence NATO members’ burden sharing
decisions as well as considering burden sharing as a practice rather than a
static process or outcome.76 However, this can only be fully understood
when changing the research design away from positivist towards post-positivist approaches. That is, post-positivist scholarship on alliances can help us to
produce much richer and deeper causal explanations as well as internal
understandings of state preferences for sharing NATO burdens. It is able to
understand the intersubjective social structures of agents, and motivations
for their behaviour. Put differently, it is not merely the cost–beneﬁt analysis
that determines an actor’s behaviour but also that actor’s norms, values,
beliefs that are, perhaps guided by logics of appropriateness rather than
zero-sum game assumptions. In the context of international regimes, the
logic of appropriateness denotes that human action follows rules of institutions because they are seen as natural, expected and legitimate and
74

It also relates to the debate on the Revolution of Military Affairs (RMA), which holds that new technological developments have made the application and execution of military might more efﬁcient. See, for
example, Gompert et al., Mind the Gap; Gray, Strategy for Chaos.
75
See, for example, Kollias and Makrydakis, ‘Is There a Greek–Turkish?’; Kollias and Makrydakis, ‘Note on
the Causal Relationship’.
76
Adler and Pouliot, International Practices.
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because social actors want to fulﬁl their obligations, their role or identity in a
political community. As March and Olson argue, ‘[e]mbedded in a social collectivity, they do what they see as appropriate for themselves in a speciﬁc type
of situation’.77
Finally, in terms of policy implication, if middle powers are inﬂuenced by
societal norms and values, this does not imply that the distribution of gains
inside a security community like NATO must be equal among all states.
Why? First, as the literature on gains in the ﬁeld of political economy
reminds us, the importance of relative gains can be conditional and should
not surround questions of whether relative gains are important, but rather
‘under what conditions such distributional conﬂicts are severe’78 – that
under which conditions an unequal distribution of gains causes friction in
an alliance. Such ﬁne-grained perspective allows access to the speciﬁc value
and instrumentally rational motivations driving states to share collective
burdens, which again, is something that the current research programme
on NATO burden sharing does do. Second, as Duncan Snidal charges, concerns for relative gains ‘can be criticized as a misspeciﬁcation of an argument
that could be better expressed in absolute gains terms’, that is, in terms of a
‘trade-off between short-term absolute gains (i.e., immediate payoffs from
cooperation on say burden sharing questions in peace operations) and
long-term absolute gains (i.e., long term security and order)’79 of peace operations that are the result of conserted political, military and development
efforts of alliance members as witnessed, for example, in the Balkans or
Kosovo.

Conclusion
While assuming that NATO’s various peace operations in the Balkans in the
1990s have produced a public good, the starting point of the article was to test
the claim that middle powers were Atlantic free-riders – that is they have
received more beneﬁts of the collective good that NATO provided than
they paid towards it. In so doing, we suggested that calculating the level of
defence spending as a share of a country’s GDP, which has dominated the literature on burden sharing essentially since NATO’s birth in 1949, is limiting.
Instead, we used the active military-duty force share index to test the freeriding hypothesis provided by collective action theorists. We found that
free-riding does not occur in our case study of NATO’s peace operations in
the Balkans (IFOR, SFOR, KFOR from 1995–2001) – that is middle powers
were not free-riding on major powers. Quite to the contrary, they contributed
more to NATO’s public good of peacekeeping than their conventional major
March and Olson, ‘The Logic of Appropriateness’.
Keohane and Martin, ‘Promise of Institutional Theory’, 44–5.
Snidal, ‘Relative Gains’, 704.

77
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79
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power counterparts (e.g. France, Germany). In the words of collective action
theorists, middle powers proﬁted less from NATO’s public good than they
contributed to it.
We then asked ourselves what one could infer from these ﬁndings – theoretically, methodologically and in terms of implications for future research on
burden sharing. First, we note that even the active military-duty force share
index is imperfect and that there is thus no point of continuing to search
new burden sharing variables or re-testing old existing variables. In other
words, we need to realize that the predominantly positivist research programme on NATO burden sharing has reached the end of its explanatory
life cycle. What is needed is to move it into the post-positivist domain,
which would offer new and fresh theoretical as well as methodological perspectives that, in turn, would provide new explanatory values and empirical
insights. In other words, unless current research designs change, limited
explanatory progress can be expected from future studies on NATO burden
sharing.
Overly problematic in particular are the strong rationality assumptions of
collective action theory that frame states’ burden sharing decisions in strict
cost–beneﬁt calculations. Future studies need to understand the intersubjective social structures of agents, motivations for states’ burden sharing behaviour and how they are created, because it is not merely the cost–beneﬁt
analysis that determines their burden sharing decisions but also ideational
factors such as international norms, values and beliefs that can reﬂexively
inform action. Ontologically, it would also push the research programme
beyond logics of consequence towards considering logics of appropriateness,
arguing, action or practicality,80 which in turn calls for interpretative methodologies in conjunction with normative or communicative theories. These new
theoretical frameworks and research methodologies would help us to produce
much richer and deeper causal explanations as to how NATO allies, for
example, perceive and construct NATO burdens in their polities as well as
understandings of state preferences for sharing burdens (or not). The predominantly used GDP index denies such an explanatory understanding of the
material and ideational factors that undoubtedly inﬂuence states’ burden
sharing decisions.
These new perspectives also hold political relevance for decision makers in
the capitals of the member states and NATO headquarters in Brussels. Above
all, they help policy makers to understand when states act rationally or exclusively seek relative gains, and when they pursue absolute gains in their burden
sharing decisions. National motivations for sharing NATO burdens may vary
in different burden sharing contexts, and the negotiations for (or against)
March and Olsen, Rediscovering Institutions; Schatzki et al., The Practice Turn; Pouliot, ‘Logic of
Practicality’.
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burden sharing need to be better understood in the domestic political marketplace of the member states as well as at NATO headquarters in Brussels. In
short, what is needed in future studies is considering NATO burden
sharing as an inherently political process that requires a different set of theoretical and methodological frameworks.
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